Abstract. Amplitude spectra of natural images look surprisingly alike. Their shape is governed by the famous 1/f power law. In this work we propose a novel low parameter model for describing these spectra. The Sum-of-Superellipses conserves their common falloff behavior while simultaneously capturing the dimensions of variation-concavity, isotropy, slope, main orientation-in a small set of meaningful illustrative parameters. We demonstrate its general usefulness in standard computer vision tasks like scene recognition and image compression.
Introduction
Because the world is highly structured, natural images constitute only a small subset of all possible images. Their pixel statistics exhibit several properties which distinguish them from artificially generated images, and which lead to a number of statistical redundancies ( [BM87] , [RB94] , [HBS92] , [TO03] ). Our visual system is shaped to make use of these regularities ([Fie87] , [OF96] , [HS98] ). Therefore, it is important to study these characteristics to enhance understanding of its functioning. Additionally, new insights about the manifold inhabited by natural images within the set of all images can lead to more efficient image compression schemes ( [BS02] ), improve computer graphics algorithms ( [RSAT04] ) or serve as priors for image enhancing tasks ([LSK + 07], [KK10] ). More recently, links were proposed that connect natural image statistics with aesthetic principles in artworks ( [Red07] ).
Probably the best known statistical regularity of natural images is the similarity between their Fourier amplitude spectra. As an example, consider the images in figure 1, which shows four images in a), with their corresponding amplitude spectra in b) and c). Although clear differences between the spectra are visible, these differences appear to be highly systematic, and there are also some notable similarities. All four spectra are strongly dominated by low spatial frequencies, with spectral energy falling off following the well-known 1/f power law. The spectra also tend to have only a few dominant orientations, with a characteristic shape between the dominant orientations, which varies from concave to convex. In this work we propose a novel empirical model designed to capture these variations across natural amplitude spectra in a small set of meaningful parameters, while identifying key common shape features.
The main contributions of our work are twofold. First, we describe our simple low parameter model for natural image spectra that preserves sufficient detail to reconstruct images and recognize scenes. Second, we demonstrate the feasibility of an image compression scheme based on the model. We also show how our model can be used to successfully recognize different scene categories with just a few parameters, and that it can describe the scale invariant property of natural images by also being an appropriate model for image patches.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First we review earlier work on modeling approaches for amplitude spectra of natural images. Then we develop and discuss our Sum-of-Superellipses model S guided by empirical data, show its general usefulness in standard computer vision tasks and summarize our work in the conclusion.
Previous Work
For many decades the 1/f falloff behavior of amplitude spectra of natural images has been well known ([MCCN77] , [BM87] , [TTC92] , [RB94] ). [Rud97] investigated the reason for this and concluded that it is caused by the distribution of statistically independent objects that typically occur in real world scenes. However, individual images often vary substantially from the average [TTC92] . Additional, image specific, parameters α and A were introduced (A/f α [Rud97] ) to capture this. The spectral energy is also often anisotropically distributed. [SH96] proposed an orientation specific variation from the postulated 1/f α slope by taking samples at orientations θ ∈ [0...π] of both slope and spectral energy. 
where A(θ) is an orientation dependent amplitude scaling factor that represents the energy of the spectral components in a certain direction and α(θ) describes the descent in each direction. The jagged lines in figure 1g ) and h) show log (A (θ)) and α(θ) for an orientation sampling of 180 samples between −π/2 and π/2. Increasing the sampling resolution of the orientations improves the accuracy of the orientation information, but at the same time, it also increases the number of parameters required. Amplitude spectra can also be described model free. A popular method is the usage of cumulative statistics to summarize the amplitude spectrum, which can be done in either frequency or space domain. The homogeneous texture descriptor-as defined in the MPEG 7 standard [MSS02]-constitutes a frequency domain representation. Mean energy and deviation from a set of 30 frequency band channels are summarized into a feature vector with 60 elements.
By contrast, [OT01] use a set of oriented Gabor-like bandpass filters G θ,f as a wavelet basis. To capture the spectral content in space domain for orientation θ and frequency f they filter an image with G θ,f and take the mean over the filter responses. Both of the latter approaches can describe arbitrary images but lack intuitive descriptive power for the similarities and differences between the amplitude spectra of natural images.
The Sum-of-Superellipses Model
The aim of our work was to create an empirically based model that (i) incorporates the A(θ)/f α(θ) behavior in a closed formula, (ii) is parameterized with a small set of intuitive parameters and (iii) captures orientation related image structure. Consider the similarities between the spectra in figure 1b) and c). As, mentioned earlier, the spectra are dominated by low frequencies and a small number of dominant directions. Inspection of large numbers of natural spectra such as these reveals that the shape of the function spanning the regions between the dominant orientations tends to vary systematically. Specifically, the shape ranges from highly concave, like a sharply pointed star, through isotropic to convex. We are seeking a function that behaves in this way, so that we can capture intuitively the variations between spectra. One such function is the superellipse, or as it is sometimes known, a Lamé curve.
v x and v y reflect scaling along the cardinal axis and n < 0 denotes the isotropic falloff behavior. When we fix S to particular values, we can find parameter values for v x , v y and n that produce isolines like shown in figure 2a ) to d). However, we are not yet able to describe rotated spectra. Therefore we introduce a rotation matrix R φ with parameter φ.
Furthermore we want to be able to describe anisotropic falloff behavior and therefore make a distinction between n x and n y . Due to the spectrum's exponential nature-having extremely large values close to the origin and small values at its periphery-fitting the original amplitude spectrum is a numerically ill-conditioned problem. When visualizing spectra it is usual to take the logarithm. To stabilize the subsequent fitting procedure we integrate the logarithm function into our model and achieve a model that describes the logarithm of the amplitude spectrum of natural images. Additionally, we restrict the scope of the |.| function to the nominator in order to decouple the scaling parameters v x|y and slope parameters n x|y . Finally we want to couple the dominant directions with more than a simple sum. We introduce an exponent m that leads to mixed terms of f x and f y along oblique directions. This is expressed as a multiplicative factor preceding the logarithm.
Visualizations of the influences of different parameter combinations are shown in figure 2. This simple model with 6 parameters offers sufficient modes of variation to describe the images in figure 1 and the patches in figure 6 . The interpretation of the parameters is straightforward. The ratio between v x /v y indicates anisotropy and the dominant direction. The values n 1 and n 2 describe convexity of the spectrum and m reflects the spectral energy. The smooth lines in figure 1g ) and h) show the corresponding α(θ) and A(θ) (see eq. 1) to our superellipse. Note how well they interpolate the orientation dependent scaling and slope of the "real" images' amplitude spectra even though the fitting procedure of S did not take equation 1 into account but was solely based on I.
However, eq. 4 only serves well for spectra with two dominant directions. Figure 3 .Ia) shows a more complex example. Observe how its amplitude spectrum can be described by adding different superellipses in 3c), d) and e) together. A comparison of the average model error (shown in figure 3.IIa)) for increasing N S supports the intuitive impression one has when looking at the isoline plots. As expected, the mean error per estimated spatial frequency component (f x , f y ) decreases. We conclude this section with the final formulation of the Sum-ofSuperellipses model function.
N S is chosen on an image per image basis at the elbow of the mean error curve shown in figure 3.IIa). Hence, the final model complexity equals 6N S .
Fitting of Our Model
We fit a superellipse S to the amplitude spectrum I(f x , f y ) of image i(x, y) x, y ∈ Ω ⊂ R 2 using the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm included in the Matlab Optimization Toolbox TM and used finite differences as gradient approximizations. We ignore I(0, 0) during the fitting process because it only reflects an image's global brightness offset and carries no meaning for the frequency distribution. The spectrum is point symmetric if i∀x, y : i(x, y) ∈ R so we need to include only half of the spectrum's values for the fitting procedure. We also experienced that the fitting stays stable if as few as 10% of all availabe values of I are used.
For N S = 1 we initialize φ to the direction that includes the maximum spectral energy. v x|y and n x|y were set to 1 and m to −1. If N S is chosen larger than 1 then first a superellipse S 1 with 6 parameters is fitted. Subsequently S 2 is fitted to I = I − S 1 . After an additional optimization run over v x|y,1|2 , n x|y,1|2 , m 1,2 and φ 1|2 we get S 2 . This procedure runs iteratively until the user selected S N S is defined.
Applications
The parameters of the Sum-of-Superellipses model describe properties of images that become apparent in their amplitude spectra. Hence, it should become useful in applications that make use of these characteristics. Lossy image compression for example tries to identify properties that are shared by the images that are to be compressed. Only discriminative differences are encoded. This procedure mimics the approach we followed when defining our model-that is we analyzed the spectra of natural images, identified similarities and designed model parameters to encode the differences.
Scene recognition is largely guided by the image signal's spectral amplitude values ([GCP + 04]). We trained a Support Vector Machine on a standard scene database using our parameters as feature values to show that our model successfully captures scene specific information. Additionally, we thereby present evidence that our model reflects the scale invariance property of natural images since it also works for image patches.
Image Compression
We have found that the Sum-of-Superellipses model can often reconstruct an image to a recognizable level with only 6 fitted parameters. We support this statement by showing reconstruction results using the original phase spectrum combined with our fitted model. Additionally, we compare our model with a data-driven approach. We applied PCA to all amplitude spectra in our image database ( [Tor11] ) and reconstruct the amplitude spectrum from 6 coefficients.
We follow the naming conventions from [TO03] . Let be the reconstruction of I from P decorrelated principle components (Spectral Principle Components) and the sample mean μ. For a visualization of SP C 1 ... SP C 6 and μ see figure 4. Figure 5 shows the reconstruction results using the image's original phase information. 5a) combines original phase with the original amplitude spectrum. The dark borders result from applying the Hann window function before performing the Fourier transformation. 5b) and c) compare reconstruction results using equation 6 with P = 6 and equation 4. We only describe the amplitude spectra with 6 parameters thus state-of-theart results like [TMR02] cannot be expected. Also the phase spectrum reflects much of the image's detail content and meaning. However, our approach produces identifiable reconstructions and the compression rate is enormous compared to the alternative where the SP Cs and μ must be saved. Importantly, we believe that an analysis of the distribution of the Sum-of-Superellipses model parameters can contribute useful insights into the causes of the regularities in natural images, something that PCA and other data-driven approaches cannot.
Scene Recognition
[TO99] demonstrated that certain shape characteristics of amplitude spectra correspond to different scene categories. In [OTDH99] the same authors identified 5 distinct characteristics that distinguish amplitude spectra of natural images. 1. coast mean spectra forest mean spectra highway mean spectra insidecity mean spectra mountain mean spectra opencountry mean spectra street mean spectra tallbuilding mean spectra coast mean superellipse forest mean superellipse highway mean superellipse insidecity mean superellipse mountain mean superellipse opencountry mean superellipse street mean superellipse tallbuilding mean superellipse [OT01] extend this finding to the spatial layout of natural images. Their Gist descriptor applies Gabor-like filters to image patches that divide the image into equally sized areas. The filter responses describe each patch's frequency and orientation content. The union of all patch descriptors form an image's spatial envelope. The first row of figure 6 shows the mean amplitude spectra of 16 image patches sorted by scene category. It indicates that the spatial layout of the frequency distribution can serve as an effective scene descriptor. We found that our model also serves as an appropriate descriptor for patch amplitude spectra. Row two of figure 6 shows the mean of all superellipses that were fitted to the image patches.
We tested the model's ability to capture scene specific information in a standard classification task, using a publicly available standard database. [Tor11] provides 8 scene categorization labels (see figure 7) and classification benchmark results. We used the quadratic difference between the parameter values of the superellipses that were fitted to the image patches as a distance measure. Figure  8 presents our classification results as a confusion table 8a) and recall values 8b). Due to the fact that we tried to distinguish 8 classes the chance recall level would be at 12.5%. The results show that we are far above chance level. Even though the results are somewhat below those of state-of-the-art scene descriptors like the Gist it proves that our model parameters capture scene specific information with few feature values (No patches × 6 = 96 compared to 512).
Another often reported phenomenon of natural images is their apparent invariance regarding the similarity of visual information on different scales ( [RB94] , [Rud97] ). Our classification results indicate that our model-by also suitably describing image patches-reflects this prominent quality on global and local image scale. 
Conclusion
In this work we proposed a novel empirically derived low parameter model for amplitude spectra of natural images. We believe it to be superior to older models because it represents characteristic properties in a closed formula with a set of intuitive parameters. It also proved adequate for describing local patches of natural images. We demonstrated its usefulness in two application scenarios. We classified scene categories with recall results far above chance and we can reconstruct images using only 6 fitted parameter values to a recognizable level. The automatic deduction of an image's tilt angle for horizon estimation could be another useful use case. The Sum-of-Superellipses was already successfully employed for clustering paintings according to their visual appearance ( [SWF09] ).
Further research must be conducted how measures like the Akaike-or Bayesianinformation-criterion could be used to automatically restrict the necessary model complexity governed by N for an image. Additionally, we plan to investigate if the model parameters can serve as low level image descriptors for more sophisticated image retrieval tasks.
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